maximum likelihood (ML) while the other two use the method of p) moments to estimate the shape parameter but employ ML to estimate the location and scale parameters of the model. When p = 1, the EP distribution becomes the double exponential; when p = 2, the s-normal; and asp -00, the uniform distribution. Figure 1 gives the values of K computed from (3). [14] ; D'Agostino & Lee [7] ) and is the basis for a 1.25 Bayes adaptive scheme recommended by Box & Tiao [4, 5] . 
the primes denote differentiation with respect to p. Joint ML estimators for p, jt, a are obtained by solving (5)- (7) simultaneously. if the limits of x are as shown in (3b 
kk -+ 3 (10) robust for estimation of the mean and variance of a sym-(n -2)(n -3) metric distribution and has excellent performance when compared with other robust estimators [9, 13] . Procedures Procedure E. Estimate all three parameters by the A-E, however, provide a probability model for the data in method of moments. The moment estimators of y and a (x addition to estimating the mean and standard deviation. and s) are s-independent of the value chosen for p.
Procedure F. This procedure is based on a version of 6. MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS the Q-statistic (Hogg [10] (15) where MSEj is the MSE of the ML estimator with underly-such as the uniform are a distinct possibility then the ing distribution known, and MSEk is the MSE of the modified ML estimator B is best for samples of 24 and estimator of interest. above; while estimators C and D based on the kurtosis and This Monte Carlo analysis generated massive amounts unbiased kurtosis are best for small samples. As one would of data, so that only summary tables of results can be anticipate, as the sample size gets larger the relative posipresented herein. Table II gives the minimum relative effi-tion of the ML estimators improves. ciencies (MREs) attained by the location and scale Table IV summarizes the results of the estimation of estimators of each procedure tested over the set of four the parameters of the EP family using methods A-D. underlying distributions corresponding to p = 1, 1.25, 2, When short-tail distributions like the uniform are not like-3. Table III gives the MREs attained over the entire set of ly, the technique based on the unbiased kurtosis provides a five underlying distributions corresponding top = 1, 1.25, good estimate of the parameters of the EP family for sam-2, 3, oo. In these tables, the estimators corresponding to ple sizes below 20. procedures A-F are so subscripted. 
